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Important Development in Markhor Conservation
n October the US Fish & Wildlife
Service issued the first trophy im-
portation permit for markhor of

importation of markhor hunting tro-
phies – one, the Endanger Species Act
(ESA), and the other, CITES. Some
markhok (namely, all the “straight-
horned” subspecies) are listed under
ESA as “endangered.” Regardless of
the subspecies designations,  the
USF&WS treats straight-horned

markhor as “endangered,” while “flare-
horned” markhor are not listed. Sec-
ond, all subspecies, both the “straight-
horned” and the “flare-horned”, are
listed on Appendix 1 of CITES.

Under the US Endangered Species
Act, the USF&WS’s International Sec-
tion must find that the hunt enhanced

the survival of the species in the wild
before granting an import permit ap-
plication. Conservation Force long
ago filed applications for import of
those, but the permits have languished
for years within the USF&WS. The
USF&WS did publish a proposal that
it would begin to issue ESA enhance-
ment permits and cited the markhor
program in Pakistan as an example, but
that proposal is stalled at the political
level. The straight-horned markhor, in-
cluding the Suleiman of the Torghar
Project, are unfortunately listed as “en-
dangered”. The Torghar Project in Pa-
kistan is the most famous for its con-
servation success. Some years they
can’t market their small quota because
US hunters are reluctant to bear the cost
of the hunt unless they can bring home
their trophies. The select grant of tro-
phy import permits can be a great in-
centive and reward tool for conserva-
tion, but generally the ESA has not
been administered as a management
aid.

In 1992 (COP 8), Pakistan con-
sented to the listing of all of its
markhor on Appendix 1 of CITES when
it was assured that listing would pro-

any kind from Pakistan since 1992 (15
years) when all markhor were listed on
Appendix 1 of CITES. The proud hunter
is Wayne Lau, who took the male flare-
horned markhor (Capra falconeri
falconeri/Kashmir) in the Gaharet
Markhor Conservancy in the Chitral
Province of Pakistan in March, 2006.
This is a groundbreaking development
for markhor conservation because it
recognizes and rewards the world-re-
nown markhor program in Pakistan.

This successful Conservation Force
initiative entitled The Other Markhor
Project has added the missing element
necessary for the Pakistan conserva-
tion strategy to work and grow. US
hunters are the most important market
if the conservation strategy is to reach
its full potential. Of course, US hunt-
ers have been unwilling to hunt unless
they could bring their trophies home.
The licensed, regulated hunting may
now fulfill its role as a true force for
conservation in a case in which the
need is exceptionally great.

There have been two impasses to
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hibit commercial trade of markhor
parts, but not tourist hunting trade.
Though few thought that listing would
stop trophy trade, that proved to be a
mistake. At a subsequent Conference
of the Parties, Pakistan obtained a
markhor quota of six per year in hopes
that the USF&WS would honor that
determination of the Parties of CITES
and the two specific Resolutions of the
parties that: (1) importing countries
should ordinarily accept the non-det-
riment determination made by the ex-
porting country (Pakistan); and (2) that
a COP quota Resolution was a non-
detriment finding by the Parties as a
whole that eliminated any further find-
ing need by importing countries. Of
course, the objective of the quota was
to overcome the USF&WS impasse, but
it didn’t. The quota proved to be un-
successful because the International
Section of the USF&WS has insisted
upon making its own independent bio-
logical and management non-detri-
ment determinations and does not
honor the quota Resolution adopted
by the full Conference of the Parties.
In fact, the USF&WS has just recently
formalized internal regulations that
will prevent it from any longer issuing
permits based upon a COP-set quota
or an exporting country’s non-detri-
ment finding. It must now make its own
non-detriment determination.

This markhor permit is the first suc-
cessful new Appendix 1 application for
any trophy import since 1996 (11
years), when the USF&WS began per-
mitting import of Botswana elephant
hunting trophies and 1995 Cameroon
elephant (12 years). In short, it is not
easy to establish import of Appendix
1 hunting trophies today, but we did it.

At CITES COP12, the Parties in-
creased the quota for markhor from 6
to 12 expressly so that the Markhor
Torghar Project in Pakistan could be
expanded to other tribal areas, includ-
ing those where the subspecies are not
listed as endangered. In response and
in furtherance of that worthy goal,
Conservation Force started a second
markhor project to establish the impor-
tation of the other markhor, i.e., those
not listed as “endangered” under the
US Endangered Species Act.  We

clearly understood that it would never
happen unless we set out to do it as an
initiative under the title The Other
Markhor, i.e., an initiative to establish
import of those listed on Appendix 1,
within the quota of 12 and not listed
as “endangered”.  We’ve not given up
on those l isted as “endangered”
(straight-horned), but we’ve proceeded
with the others in the interval.

The initiative could not have been
successful without Wayne Lau, the
hunter. Wayne was not just helpful
enough to let us use his hunt in the
Gaharet Markhor Conservancy in Pa-
kistan as a test permit. He is a hunter-
conservationist at heart and sought
Conservation Force out for examples
of projects to further the conservation
of species in critical need. He selected
the hunt to further The Other Markhor
initiative. Some think Conservation
Force serves well-to-do hunters, but
that is only indirectly. We are first at
using hunting as a force for conserva-
tion and the hunters are tools, or means
to that end, not the stand-alone objec-
tive.  Wayne is a conservationist who
is pre-selecting his hunts with purposes
that serve everyone and all that we care
so deeply about as hunters. “I purpose-
fully selected the markhor and made
the hunt first for the conservation of
the species and second only for the
hunt. This is another instance where
hunting is an indispensable tool for the
conservation of a species,” says Wayne.
Wayne was also extremely helpful in
information-gathering and strategizing
the whole effort; in short, a real soldier
for the cause.  He has since been put
on Conservation Force’s Board of Ad-
visors and is assisting in other projects
around the globe.

The hunt itself has recently been
described by Wayne Lau in the new
book, Chasing the Hunter’s Dream, by
Jeffrey and Sherol Engel and James A.
Swan (also on Conservation Force’s
Board of Advisors), published by
Harper Collins 2007 and available at
Amazon.com. Its on page 404 and is
entitled “Dream Hunt: The King of
Mountain Goats. The introduction to
that incredible book explains that “if
you haven’t got a place to hunt, then
the spirit of the hunt will wane, dilute
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the great conservation efforts that are
underway, and dim the future of this
noble pursuit… While this book is
about and for the modern hunter, it is
ultimately about natural magic because
extraordinary hunting places breed
memories and dreams. Those memories
and dreams are the foundation of the
conservation ethic and what keeps the
flame in the human soul burning.” This
is appropriate, for Wayne Lau has indeed
given us a new hunting destination.

The real origin of the Markhor
Project was Dr. Bart O’Gara, a found-
ing member of Conservation Force who
did not live to see what he started. He
initially suggested the underlying
hunting conservation strategy to the
Pakistanis when he was a career em-
ployee of the US Extension Service
advising overseas. Although he did not
live to see it,  the Convention on
Biodiversity, CBD, cites the program
as an example of best practices exem-
plifying the Addis Ababa Principles
and Guidelines for Sustainable Use
adopted by the CBD. Dr. O’Gara was
well-respected and helped Conserva-
tion Force a great deal with the initia-
tive, so this recent success is even more
meaningful to all of us who knew,
loved and respected him.

The Conklin Foundation has
helped specifically fund Conservation
Force’s markhor initiatives. Its logo is
the markhor, though the straight-
horned type. Grand Slam/OVIS has also

helped and even stepped up its annual
donation in anticipation that Conser-
vation Force would have to litigate
this permit application. Wayne Lau’s
permit was originally denied and was
only granted after we filed a petition
for reconsideration of the denial.

We thank Shikar Safari Club Inter-
national, “Shikar”. Shikar has long
funded the underlying markhor con-
servation program throughout Paki-

stan, including the education of the
conservation leaders in Pakistan.
Moreover, Shikar, Grand Slam/OVIS
and the Conklin Foundation all pro-
vide core support for Conservation
Force itself, as do others such as
FNAWS, DSC, HSC, African Safari
Club of Florida, IPHA, etc.  A special
thanks to Steven Chancellor, who not
only provides core support for Conser-
vation Force, but provided consider-
able guidance, advice and liaison in

the finishing stages of the permitting
appeal.

The International Foundation for
the Conservation of Wildlife (IGF) in
Paris, WWF and IUCN have all played
critical roles on the ground in Paki-
stan. This achievement is really a credit
to them for approximately two decades
of work in the field. Again, this is not
just about the joy of hunting the great-
est goat in the world in a “dream hunt.”
It is the culmination of decades of work
at local, national and international
levels. The real beneficiaries are the
markhor that otherwise would have
long ago ceased to exist and the local
tribal people that hold the markhor’s
fate in their hands.

All of this would be for naught if
the USF&WS had not granted Wayne
Lau’s permit application. Credit is due
the USF&WS for its wisdom in grant-
ing the permit in the reconsideration/
appeal process. In effect, the USF&WS
has rewarded and re-incentivized all
those instrumental in conserving the
markhor for their strategy and hard
work and for setting a positive example
for others. We are now expanding the
test permitting to other areas in Paki-
stan that are similar to the Gaharet
Conservancy. The hunts are being
brokered by The Hunting Consortium,
540-955-0090, which has also been
partnering and supporting Conserva-
tion Force in this effort. We need your
support too.

Hunting and the Conservation Ethic:

A Commentary On The National Geographic Article
About “Hunters: For Love of the Land”
By Randall L. Eaton, Ph.D., Advisor to Conservation Force

The November 2007 National Geo-
graphic article, “Hunters: For Love of
the Land,” (http://magma.national
geographic.com/ngm/2007-11/hunt-
ers/poole-text.html) is important for
the future of hunting. No doubt it will
plant seeds in the minds of many
people in the middle ground who care
about nature and wildlife but who do
not hunt. So it is a major success com-
pared to what has been for the most
part “a failure to communicate” by the
hunting community.

If Dr. Wade Davis, the anthropolo-
gist interviewed, had compared the way
subsistence hunters feel about animals
they hunt to how recreational hunters
feel the article would have been better
yet. While we have a hunting tradition
in North America, we lack a hunting
culture. Let me explain. If you talk to
people on the street who have no di-
rect experiential or familial link to
hunting about how Native American
hunters feel about animals they hunt,
nearly all will offer responses such as,

“They respect animals,” or “They have
reverence for nature,” or “They feel
spiritually connected to wildlife.” But
if you were to ask these same folks
about how recreational hunters feel
you would get blank faces, i.e., no re-
sponse. Dr. Bob Norton, retired profes-
sor of psycholgy at University of Wis-
consin at LaCrosse actually did this.

So the combined effect of TV pro-
grams and movies along with articles
and books is that the basic relation-
ship of red people to wild animals and
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the earth is well established in North
American cultural life. When I made
“The Sacred Hunt,” I deliberately in-
terviewed members of eight native
tribes so that the viewer would dis-
cover that recreational hunters and
native hunters use exactly the same
words to describe how they feel about
animals they hunt: “respect.” For anti-
hunters this had a powerful influence,
even converting some.

In a questionnaire survey I con-
ducted of 2,500 recreational white
hunters, average age over 50, men and
women both, I asked them to describe
how they feel about animals they hunt.
The three most commonly selected
words were, “respect,” “admiration,”
and “reverence.” And in response to
the question about what they did when
they killed an animal, 82 percent re-
sponded that they either thanked the
animal or the Creator! Sounds a lot like
native hunters.

This survey is the first ever that has
asked fundamental questions, the re-
sponses to which reveal how spiritu-
ally empowering is the hunt experience
and why it is genuine education for our
young people. The word “education”
means to “draw out of,” not put into.
The hunt brings to the surface of our
being critically important dimensions
of what it means to be human, which is
to say that this experience makes us
better people. And that is the image
we need to create if we are to perpetu-
ate hunting and culturally establish its
value and importance. That is what will
get parents to send their kids our way.

There is much we need to do, and I
think it has to begin with educating
our own ranks. Most wildlife biolo-
gists, wildlife professors, hunter edu-
cation coordinators, outdoor writers
and heads of hunter organizations can-
not supply an accurate definition of
hunting or explain why we do it. All
hunters know that hunting engenders
respect for life and responsibility as in
handling firearms, self-restraint, hon-
oring property rights and so on. But
how many of us really grasp that hunt-
ing is NOT sport but instinct? Basket-
ball is a sport we learn, but hunting
shows up as an instinct in boys (not
girls) age 4-5 around the world with

the use of weapons.
Knowing that hunting is instinc-

tive (for males anyway) has serious
consequences. If it is merely sport,
then boys might just as well take up a
different sport. On the other hand,
what if there is no adequate substitute
for the hunting experience? Just as the
sexual instinct leads to falling in love,
marriage and parenting, the hunting
instinct leads young men to fall in love

with nature and fiercely protect it.
Shooting a deer is not at all the same
as shooting a basket. A kill shot on the
court is not like a kill shot in the field.
We do not respect or revere tennis
balls, and nearly all hunters report that
they feel sad about the death of the
animal. The use of the word “sport” has
brought untold harm to hunting.

According to my survey results,
about half the hunters who have hunted
for 20-plus years report that they have

let suitable specimens go. Everything
was right, it was the animal they were
seeking, but even though they had a
clear shot, they let the animal pass.
Why? Because it did not FEEL right
to take it. On the court you take the
open shot when you have it. When
you’re in the field, it’s a different ball
game altogether, meaning that you lis-
ten to a different master than your ego.
We call it the heart. If there is anything
that can change this world, it is expe-
riences that teach us to listen to the
heart. There is nothing that invites us
down that road like hunting. And that
is why it is so very important to the
future of human life and the environ-
ment. Once we hunters raise to full
awareness the true educational benefits
that hunting has given us and better
articulate “the heart of the hunter” we
have a chance of becoming effective
evangelists for hunting and all it
means.

It’s not sport. It is instinct that has
the potential of connecting with the
heart and transforming us into better
people. That’s the bottom line. Hunt-
ing is a great “product,” but it is not
selling. We have to recall and repack-
age it in terms that communicate why
we do it and what it does for us and the
world. We do not hunt to control game
herds or conserve wildlife. These are
significant byproducts. We hunt to
connect with the original human in us
all and to profoundly connect with
nature and the blessed animal. We hunt
to experience and celebrate the beauty,
intelligence and power of nature and
to learn about God. We hunt to tran-
scend the ego and become one with the
environment, and in so doing we come
to know at a deep level that we are as
responsible for the world as we are for
our self. From this profound lesson the
conservation ethic is born.
(Postscript: Randall Eaton is on Con-
servation Force’s Board of Advisors
and we are funding his efforts.)

End of the Year
• If you wish to fund these or any other
Conservation Force program, this is the
time to do it. It is tax-deductible. Send
to Conservation Force at: PO Box 278,
Metairie, LA, 70004-0278. Thank you.


